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PALM BEACH COUNTY 
DUAL ENROLLMENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 
PBSC Lake Worth Campus 

Room NS-129 
10:00 a.m. 

 
MINUTES 

 
Welcome and Re-ordering of Agenda: Dr. Sass welcomed everyone and outlined the reordering of the agenda to accommodate 
one presenter’s limited time commitment. 
 
1. Final Draft of the Home Education DE/EA Form- B. Gillespie (SDPBC) explained that this version of the Home Education 
DE/EA Form draft is similar to what was presented at the November meeting. The form melds very nicely with statutory updates and 
provides parents with the information required by statute.  The process and practice in using the form will remain the same but there 
are a few added features to make it more efficient. R. Johnson (PBSC) shared one update of the darkening of middle section of the 
form to highlight the need for parents to submit the form for Home Education Office validation prior to completing the process at the 
College.  This addition was recommended by campus registrars.   
     This is the final draft of the form but both Beth and Robin invited members to forward any additional changes they would like to 
see to them to incorporate in the form before the form is posted to the PBSC and SDPBC website. Beth indicated there may be a 
few students that have already submitted the existing form for the next available DE session but the transition to this form will be a 
quick natural progression and should not cause a problem for registrars identifying the new form. If there are problems with the form 
once it is posted, Robin and Beth will bring it back to the committee for further discussion and revision.   
     Robin will notify all the registrars of the availability of the updated form when it is posted to the College DE website. It will be 
posted as a PDF form.  Beth and Robin were asked when the student filled out the form and Beth indicated that the form was filled 
in each term to participate in DE.  When asked, it was established that for their first term DE students may not know their student 
number, which is requested on the revised form but as long as the PBSC registrar has a date of birth and social security number this 
information can be accessed in the registration system.  Beth indicated she receives this form at different states of the approval 
process and she does not refuse to sign this form if that information is not present because this will be covered during the Palm 
Beach State registration process. 
     Inquiry clarified that the Campus staff signature on form is a College level signature not a district level signature.  S. Lang 
(PBSC) asked about the appeal process outlined on the form.  She recommends the name of the College-wide Appeals Committee 
should be included on the form in the Appeals process section both so students know who decides the appeal and so the Campus 
Registrar knows where to forward the form if it is turn into them.  K. Gamble recommended the form be posted on the website as a 
fillable PDF form to increase legibility.  The student would fill it out online and prints it out for signature.  Robin plan to work with 
Kathy to do this conversion. 
 
Action: The College-wide Appeals Committee will be included in the Appeal Process section of the Home Education DE/EA Form 
and that a fillable PDF of the form will be posted to the Palm Beach State DE website.  It will also be posted on the District's web 
site.  
 
2. Update of Agreement Review of on Career Pathways- J. Marsh (SDPBC) and K. Gamble (PBSC) met last week with all the 
Career Pathway participants from Palm Beach State and the School District to do the annual review of the 40+ secondary to post-
secondary agreements.  There were lively discussions and some helpful revisions were made to the agreements.  The groups 
brainstormed ideas to streamline the process in notifying high school students both before graduation and when they applied to 
Palm Beach State of the availability of the articulated credit for the high school CTE courses they complete. The goal is to increase 
the number of students who take advantage of the agreements. Currently, the students receive this information from the high school 
program coordinators, their high school teachers, and guidance counselors but there is still a disconnect in the transition from high 
school to Palm Beach State (PBSC).  There is a plan to incorporate this information in high school graduation checkout. 
     During these meetings, there was also discussion about incorporating the statewide industry certification articulation agreements 
into the Career Pathway agreements to accommodate students who earn these certifications within the CTE programs at the School 
District.  Almost 5000 SDPBC students earned industry certification last year. Some meeting participants were not aware of the 
industry certification agreements and had various opinions of the usefulness of the certifications.  They were made aware that as 
statewide agreements pertained to all post-secondary schools, Palm Beach State was mandated to award credit for the certification 
to those students who earn them and pursue the designated associate degree. College courses were identified for some of these 
certifications and in some cases, elective credit was established for those certifications that did not directly match existing courses at 
Palm Beach State College.   
     A meeting has been set so that Jeraline and Kathy can review all the changes that were made and the updated drafts will be sent 
out to all participants for a final look.  From here a discussion with College Relations and Marketing will continue to develop a 
possible website portal to close the gap in notifying high school students during the transition to post-secondary of the available 
articulated credit. This notification system will include the process the student needs to take to obtain the credit, a training system for 
guidance and advising personnel on both sides of the process and hopefully provide information for students, especially those who 
self advise, so that they do not have to seek out the information but that the information comes to them.  
     E. Mueller stated that the main issues that Palm Beach State has always had was identifying the student who qualifies for this 
articulated credit.  It would be easiest for PBSC with current efforts in enrollment management if the School District could notify the 
College Registrar of the graduates who completed the specific CTE programs and qualify for the articulated credit.  With this 
information PBSC could then reach out to these students to let them know what program they need to be in to receive the 
articulated credit and the process for securing this credit.  Currently, a graduate coming to PBSC and enrolling in the AA degree 
does not know that if they also declare a specific AS degree they could have the articulated credit added to their transcript as well.  
There is a code on the FAFSA transcript that identifies the Career Pathway Participant (CPP) student but not what CPP program in 
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which they completed classes.  Jeraline indicated that the CPP Report sent to the state with the SDPBC survey data does include 
CPP program information for each student and she can provide that for PBSC. There was a question as to whether this was a 
FERPA issue but as a communication between institutions, this transfer of information would not violate FERPA laws.   
 
Action: J. Marsh (SDPBC) will provide the SDPBC Survey Data Report of Career Pathways Participants and their programs to the 
state to the Palm Beach State College Registrar to establish a notification process for available Career Pathways articulated credit 
for incoming student. 
 
3. Any Specific Revisions- Dr. Sass (PBSC) indicated the aim of this committee was to complete the writing of the required Dual 
Enrollment (DE) articulation agreement template and send it to the various boards for approval by April 2013. A copy of the sample 
format was distributed to the committee members.  There does not seem to be a lot of difference between the existing document 
and what is being asked for this year.  K. Gamble (PBSC) wondered where the Career Pathways agreements will be addressed in 
this document and Dr. Sass indicated this would be addressed in Section #1 A addressing all existing articulation agreements. Dr. 
Sass asked for any additions that might need to be included that has not been addressed in the new agreement template.   
     Discussion on Section #3 on eligible DE courses included eligible courses as well as the structure used to identify courses not 
eligible to student as well.  Accepted courses are identified through a link to the Florida Board of Education Equivalencies list which 
in the past was located on FACTS.org but this year would need to be re-directed to Florida Virtual Campus.  J. Brainard (FAU) has 
the steps to link to Florida Virtual Campus and agreed on the structure of the section. R. Johnson (PBSC) mentioned that 
Professional Pilot courses would continue to not be available as dual enrollment because of the high fees.  
     Linda Cartlidge, Principal of Suncoast High School brought up a situation touched on at the November 2012 meeting of a 
supervisor fee charged by FAU for a Suncoast dual enrollment instructor related to the Suncoast Math/Science program.  This fee 
policy was not outlined in past dual enrollment agreement documents. This situation started with an action by FAU to move the 
supervision of this dual enrollment faculty from the FAU main campus to the FAU Honors College.  A $5000 fee was requested for 
fall term and paid to compensate the university for payment of the supervision activity.  Another $5000 was asked for just before 
holiday break prior spring term or dual enrollment students would not be allowed to continue at FAU.  Because of the procedure 
necessary for the high school to secure a consultant contract of this size ($10,000 for the academic year which ended up needing 
School Board approval), this caused some major concern because of the lack of notification of the fee.  During this period Principal 
Cartlidge approached Palm Beach State to see if the students could register for DE there instead of FAU to save the cost but was 
told the high school students would need to take the courses on the PBSC college campus.  This was not viable as a solution 
because of travel issues for 150 students. Principal Cartlidge brought this issue to this committee in order to address this kind of 
unexpected change in policy that can jeopardize other high school programs in addition to the Suncoast Math/Science program and 
Suncoast Engineering program offered in the summer that includes FAU dual enrollment. The Suncoast High School Computer 
Science program would be affected as well. The dilemma in this situation is the students affected do not have any high school level 
courses left to take before graduation and only dual enrollment college level courses in Math and Science are available to them.  
Principal Cartlidge understands that policies could change at the various institutions included in the dual enrollment agreement but 
she would like direction on how to handle this kind of change when these types of changes are not addressed in the agreement.   
     B. Pletcher (FAU) explained that this fee policy decision was made at the Provost level of the university and there has been a 
new provost installed this past year as well as a new university president.  Barbara invited the vice-provost to this meeting but she 
was unable to attend. Barbara suggested that Principal Cartlidge, Barbara, and the vice provost sit down to discuss this policy. Dr. 
Sass asked about the FAU policy of attaching a supervisor to a high school dual enrollment teacher.  Principal Cartlidge stated that 
this DE arrangement with FAU had been in place for 10 years and a supervisor had not been assigned in the past.  B. Pletcher 
stated that this most probably reflects changes from the new administration and the best thing in this situation would be to set up a 
dialogue between Suncoast and FAU to establish clear guidelines to follow.  
     Barbara was not sure it needed to be listed in the agreement but Dr. Sass and others agreed that this type of policy that affects 
dual enrollment supervision for evaluation or observation purposes should be outlined in the agreement so that all institutions 
affected by the agreement know what is expected. Dr. Sass also directed Principal Cartlidge to work with Dean Willey (PBSC) on 
the availability of Palm Beach State DE courses that may be taught at Suncoast.  Both would need to keep in mind the recent 
changes in offering DE courses at the high schools in relation to the SACS requirement. If 50% or more of a program’ courses 
(approximately nine courses) are offered in the high school setting a substantive change must be done to establish the high school 
as a College campus and this is not something that PBSC would like to do.  Also, DE is very costly to the post-secondary schools 
and several years ago a concerted effort was made to limit the number of DE courses in the high school setting. The guidelines for 
DE at Palm Beach State indicate placement of PBSC faculty to teach DE in the high school setting requires the high school to pay 
these faculty.  It is preferred that high school students take the DE course at the College, with each college campus determining 
how much dual enrollment will be offered in the high school setting. Palm Beach State also made the decision to no longer offer 
Strategies in the high school since understanding the college campus was what that course was about.  
     P. Barbados (PBSC) asked what math courses were being offered as DE at Suncoast.  Principal Cartlidge listed Calculus 2, 3, 
Matrix Theory, Graph Theory, Discreet Math, and Differential Equations were offered; these being upper level math courses. Peter 
mentioned that course availability at either PBSC or FAU was probably an issue as well for Suncoast. P. McIsaac (PBSC) 
mentioned that this situation may be a problem unique to Suncoast.  J. Marsh (SDPBC) stated that that Suncoast’s high level DE 
need may be more than other schools but many schools across the county have high school students that have exhausted the high 
school courses available to them especially in Math and Science.  Penny noted that the other schools are not approaching the issue 
from a group mentality where the high school is dealing with a group of students who need a specific series of DE courses but rather 
possibly notifying individual students of available courses at FAU and Palm Beach State and encouraging the students to choose 
one, attend the class at the college and then assisting in arranging the high school student’s schedule around this.  So the 
availability of courses is less of a problem at other schools because of approach to the problem.  Principal Cartlidge expressed that 
they had explored other avenues of providing DE for their students but the situation is complicated by types of programs the 
students are in, the grade level, scheduling and the volume of students.  
     P. Barbados (PBSC) mentioned that he had not heard a lot from the legislature on future funding of DE.  The last he had heard 
there was a plan being considered to tie payment for DE to the student’s Bright Futures awards by deducting the amount paid for 
DE taken during high school and decreasing funding available to attend college. The situation is of concern to post-secondary 
institutions especially since DE used to count toward FTE and no longer does.  The legislature’s decision on DE funding should be 
made by April this year.  Peter mentioned an article in the New York Times that indicated that Dartmouth was no longer accepting 
AP credit in part due to a study of Psychology AP where 90% of students who took the Psychology AP final and obtained a “5” score 
failed the college course final.  E. Mueller (PBSC) also mentioned that more and more colleges are contacting post-secondary 
institutions and asking where a student took a DE course.  If the course was taken in the high school, the college/university would 
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not accept the credit but would take it if the course was taken at a college.  Peter contemplated the idea that Bright Futures might 
need to be competency based versus credit based in the future.  Then if a student meets the high school/college competency 
requirements early can they be graduated regardless of age.  
     Principal Cartlidge stated that her student do not take DE for applicable credit they take it to get into the school of their choice. 
The accepting university is looking at the rigor of the curriculum the student took and DE supports that evaluation.  E. Mueller 
(PBSC) indicated that this presents a confusion since the state mandate is that students take accelerated credit so fewer credits are 
needed to complete the post-secondary degree at a Florida college or university.  But then the student does not attend a state 
school and the parent sees that this accelerated credit is not accepted outside the state.  Peter mentioned that the legislators are 
additionally confused because they want the student to finish and DE is a vehicle for doing this more quickly. B. Pletcher (FAU) 
pointed out that this situation is not new-limiting DE and AP acceptance at colleges and universities has gone on for at least 15 
years.  Ed indicated the difference is that 15 years ago not as many students took DE.  More are taking DE now and expecting more 
transferability than is available.  He pointed out that he thinks we do not make the students aware enough of the vulnerability of 
these credits in that they may or may not be accepted at the colleges or universities the student wants to attend.  J. Andrews 
(SDPBC) indicated that this situation is at cross purposes between K-12 and higher education since high school grades are 
dependent in part on students enrolling in accelerated credit. Students and parents get caught in the middle.  
     S. Lang (PBSC) stated that Florida is unique in that dual enrollment fees are waived for high school students.  The Florida 
legislators want DE to apply to both high school graduation and count toward a post secondary degree and therefore offer it for free. 
This is not the case in other states.  DE is made available but the student and parent carries the expense of taking it.  
     Policy about DE acceptance at universities is uneven.  At some institutions a limited number of DE credits are accepted overall 
but at others, different colleges accept different numbers of DE credits within the university.  Online courses run into the same 
difficulty of acceptance.  The discussion pointed out that the situation of DE acceptance and funding will only get worse.      
     R. Johnson (PBSC) brought up the issue of FAU High School 9-11

th
 grade students who take up to three DE credits per term 

which is beyond the allowed number allowed per state statute and followed in our DE articulation agreement. This exception might 
need to be explained in the agreement.  These students are not classified as Early Admit students and do not enroll in DE as 
outlined by the DE agreement.  B. Pletcher (FAU) explained that the FAU HS students take college level courses full time during the 
9-11

th
 grade.  J. Brainard (FAU) explained that FAU High School is a lab school.  It was established as an experimental school. 

Ninth grade students take one or two college level courses, in grades 10-12 they take full load of FAU college level courses.  There 
is not a high school curriculum, the high school courses are FAU college-level courses.  These students fall somewhere in between 
DE students and Early Admit students. When asked, Jessica stated that FAU High School is not registered as a high school with 
Palm Beach County.  E. Mueller (PBSC) indicated that FAU High School is considered more along the lines of a private school in 
that it falls under then jurisdiction of FAU rather than SDPBC.   
     K. Gamble (PBSC) asked if these students were counted as dual enrollment students in reporting for the DE articulation 
agreement and if so, why since they do not follow the guidelines established by the agreement. These numbers would tend to skew 
the number of DE students that participate under the DE agreement requirements. J. Brainard (FAU) indicated that they are 
reported this way because that is how the school was initially established (where students enroll as DE students) but they can be 
designated in reporting as a separate type of DE student and thus differentiate them from DE students that fall under the DE 
agreement guidelines.  The committee agreed that this distinction needs to be addressed in the DE agreement because there have 
been incidents of FAU High School students requesting DE at PBSC in addition to what they take at FAU each term. P. McIsaac 
(PBSC) recommended a statement be added to the DE agreement that FAU High School students cannot dual enroll under the DE 
agreement. Jessica suggested that instead the reason why these students feel the need to DE at another institution when they have 
access to every class available to them at FAU should be researched.  If they are pursuing a DE course for their high school 
graduation that is not available at FAU but is at PBSC, then this would be a valid reason to allow the DE. The FAU High School 
advisors may need to address this issue so that student fall within a guideline (for the lab school or DE agreement) and prevent 
students from pursuing excessive enrollment in DE course in a term.  Jessica indicated that she is working more closely with FAU 
high School advisors to better inform them on what the guideline are under the DE agreement so that their students can follow them.  
Possibly a statement about allowing DE enrollment for FAU high school students by exception or on a case to case basis should be 
added to the DE agreement.  
     Students who fail a dual enrollment course do not receive forgiveness by enrolling in the course again as a DE course at PBSC. 
Instead a student might obtain forgiveness if the student fails the DE course in high school, graduates and then returns as a College 
student to take it again at the college level. A "D or F" negates a student ability to dual enroll further and forgiveness is only allowed 
if the student takes the failed course gain at the college level as a degree seeking student.  The 28 state college in Florida will allow 
this.   At FAU, DE courses cannot be forgiven because the student is designated as a non-degree seeking student and these course 
designations are not generally forgiven. For the high school GPA, a failed DE course can be forgiven with any other successfully 
completed high school course for graduation purposes.  
   J. Marsh (SDPBC) asked if FAU has orientation for parents and students about the rules and ramifications of dual enrollment like 
PBSC has. J. Brainard (FAU) stated that there is not an in-person orientation but the information is part of a general admissions 
orientation that is communicated to them by letter. Principal Cartlidge indicated that information about DE is handled by a DE 
coordinator at the school who works with the students and the parents.  In addition, some DE information is included in the student 
handbook. Jessica and R. Johnson (PBSC) hold a joint information session at Spanish River High School each year and would 
welcome an invitation to any school that would like a session like this. 
 
Action:  Dr. Sass recommended that Principal Cartlidge work with B. Pletcher and FAU to resolve the supervisor fee issue and with 
Dean Willey on the future availability of DE offerings for Suncoast students.  It was recommended that verbiage about FAU 
supervisor fee policy and the status and limitation of FAU high school students seeking dual enrollment outside of FAU be included 
in the DE articulation agreement.  
 
4. Writing Assignments – Dr. Sass stated that when the writing assignments are set, Carol Sperr will send the list of assignments 
along with the writing template to committee members.  Dr. Sass repeated that the first section of the DE articulation agreement 
template (Existing Articulation Agreements) would be where the Career Pathway agreements would be addressed and the FAU Lab 
School status policies and issues would be placed.  The first four sections (Existing Articulation Agreements, Informing 
Students/Parents, Courses/Programs Available, and Process to Exercise DE Options) could all be written by the same group.  Dr. 
Sass recommended J. Marsh (SDPBC), K. Gamble (PBSC), J. Brainard (FAU), and R. Johnson (PBSC) write these sections.  Robin 
recommended the addition of Eunice Greenfield (SDPBC) to the writing group.  Robin will organize this writing group.  It was noted 
that most of the information on the first four sections was included in the 2012-2013 version of the document.    
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    Section #5 (Student Eligibility for DE) addresses most of the information from the 2012-2013 agreement.  E. Mueller (PBSC) 
mentioned a discussion from the previous meeting about using weighted versus unweighted grade point averages (GPA). He 
completed a random survey of 127 DE students records from fall 2012 and almost 24% of those students (27) who had an 
unweighted GPA under 3.1 failed the courses.  The higher the GPA, the fewer Ds or Fs were recorded. The overall failure rate for 
DE courses offered at PBSC was between 6-7%. This shows that this group (unweighted GPA of 3.1 or lower) had a failure rate four 
times as high as the overall failure rate for DE students.  Ed thinks that an unweighted GPA should be used rather than a weighted 
GPA to be eligible to enroll in DE.   
      P. Barbados (PBSC) asked if the sample included students accepted after the placement test scores were required for DE 
(20122).  Ed indicated that in the sample from fall 2012 there were a mixture of students who had passing placement scores and 
those who had not taking the placement tests.  R. Johnson (PBSC) pointed out that if PBSC matched FAU in only accepting 
unweighted GPAs, the change would not affect a very large number of students. She asked what the GPA was accepted at FAU for 
Early Admit students.  B. Pletcher (FAU) said this group was accepted with 3.5 unweighted GPA and much higher ACT and SAT 
scores. J. Brainard (FAU) also indicated that they have seen a higher success rate in DE students since they have started to require 
verification of the unweighted GPA and higher test scores, so that change in policy has also not affected a significant number of 
students. The FAU DE failure rate has gone from approximately 30 students a semester to a handful or less. The number of 
students who were accepted into DE at PBSC because of a weighted GPA was not available because of the nature of the manual 
process of the random survey.  This information is not in the PBSC electronic student record system.   
     E. Mueller (PBSC) was asked if the study did see an increase in success rate of the DE students related to the requirement of 
passing Reading and Math placement scores (College Readiness requirement).  He pointed out that this discussion from last year’s 
committee recommending high school students be College Readiness to enroll in DE courses was because it was better for 
students to stay in high school to become college ready rather than take DE courses not because it was thought that this 
requirement would increase success rates in DE and decrease failure rates. R. Johnson (PBSC) indicated that her report last year 
on DE failure rates was due to the fact that college ready students in addition to those who were not college ready were failing DE 
courses.  Her recommendation this year promotes a revised GPA requirement as a way to be inline with state statute that required 
DE students be college ready and have a 3.0 GPA and inline with FAU’s DE qualifications.  
     E. Mueller (PBSC) thinks that the percentage of students who take DE and fail is higher that students who earn Ds or Fs in high 
school because of increased commitments; they are juggling high school as well as college commitments and it sets up an 
environment for potential failure. This is not something that this committee can control.  J. Cunningham (SDPBC) asked if the 
committee could look at DE students who fail to see if there is a pattern on a regular basis.  Ed indicated that this could start with the 
current semester DE students. He will take these students and provide their weighted and unweighted admission GPAs.   
     R. Johnson (PBSC) also asked that PBSC consider increasing the GPA for Early Admit from 3.0 to a 3.2 unweighted GPA and 
increasing the placement test scores. Though these students were required to keep a 2.0 GPA per term and cumulative GPA, some 
continued to fail DE courses and were then having difficulty being admitted to universities.  The increased GPA and high test scores 
for Early Admit students may decrease this failure rate. P. Barbados (PBSC) would like to look at withdrawal rates as well among 
these two groups because some universities interpret a withdrawal as a failed course.  There are very few withdrawals among DE 
and Early Admit students at PBSC.    
     J. Marsh (SDPBC) recommended that we set up benchmark reports for the DE and Early Admit students so that they can be 
followed more closely, possibly looking at trends rather than one time reports when changes are being considered in the DE 
agreement.  E. Mueller (PBSC) stated that this is not possible to provide because the information is not consolidated in the student 
electronic record but had to be gleaned manually from various documents provided.  Ed suggested that the School District may be 
better able to pull together this kind of ongoing report because PBSC provides the DE course grades to the SDPBC and the high 
schools have the original and ongoing high school grades of the participating DE students. When requested, Ed agreed to provide 
the withdrawal report for DE students as well.  
      Dr. Sass recommended that the group writing Section 5 could include a policy statement about these GPA acceptance decisions 
for the committee to look at.  Sections 5-8 (Eligibility Requirements, High School credit for DE, Informing Students/Parents on 
College Level Exceptions and Exceptions to Required GPA) could be written by R. Johnson (PBSC), E. Mueller (PBSC), J. Brainard 
(FAU) and E. Greenfield (FAU). Jessica would organize this writing team. 
     Section 9 (Registration) will be written by E. Mueller (PBSC) and W. (FAU). This would be a cut and paste from the 2012-2013 
agreement. Sections 10 (Exceptions-Faculty Handbook Policies) and 11 (Exceptions-Student Handbook Policies) will be written by 
E. Willey (PBSC) and B. Pletcher (FAU). Ed Willey would organize this writing team.  Section 11 should include the FAU consultant 
fee issue discussed earlier and also the payment policy for PBSC of faculty teaching DE courses in the high schools. Section 12 
(School District Determine DE Student Eligibility) writers would be E. Greenfield (SDPBC) and N. Reese (SDPBC) with Eunice 
organizing the team. Section 13 (Transmission of Student Grades) will be written by E. Mueller (PBSC).  Section 14 (Funding Cost 
incurred for DE) will be written by P. Barbados (PBSC), J. Brainard (FAU), and E. Greenfield (SDPBC with Peter as lead.  Section 
15 (Transportation of DE students) will be written by E. Greenfield (SDPBC) and N. Reese (SDPBC). 
     There was a question at the end of this discussion on the cost for credentialing high school faculty to teach college level courses 
at PBSC.  There is no cost at this point to the process.  
  
Action-The committee will wait until next meeting to decide whether PBSC will use weighted or unweighted GPA for DE and 
changes to the Early Admit admission requirement for PBSC after reviewing the draft included in the Section writing draft. The 
committee asked R. Johnson for a report on how many total DE students earned a D or F during the Fall 2012 for the next meeting. 
The committee agreed that the draft of the agreement template will be prepared and sent out before next meeting for review and 
suggestions.  No one had date for next meeting available to confirm.  Dr. Sass will find out the dates set for the next meetings and 
communicate these dates with the committee along with the writing assignments and the deadline date for the draft.  
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